EURO CITIES BIKE RIDE

ITINERARY – OUTLINE FOR BESPOKE TRIPS
This adventure takes us between 3 of Europe's most culturally and historically diverse
cities – London, Amsterdam and Brussels. The route travels through the rolling
countryside of Essex, the low lying plains of Holland and the rural landscape of
Belgium before we reach our final destination Brussels, where the annual beer festival
will be underway and we join in to celebrate our achievements. Each city has
something different to offer everyone, cycling enthusiasts, culture vultures, history
buffs and foodies - this is a cycling challenge to remember.
DAY 1

LONDON – PORT OF HARWICH

82 MILES

DAY 2

HOOK OF HOLLAND – AMSTERDAM

60 MILES

The challenge begins early morning in front of the iconic 2012 Olympic Velopark in
Stratford, East London. As we cycle east away from London we head towards quieter
country roads that weave and undulate through the beautiful Essex countryside.
Stopping by a traditional English pub where we refuel and relax before heading
onwards to the Port of Harwich. We arrive for our overnight crossing to the Hook of
Holland early evening, and dinner will be eaten close to the port. Exhausted after a
long day of cycling, accommodation aboard the ferry will be ensuite, as we cross the
North sea to the Netherlands.
Our ferry docks early morning and we waste no time in finding our pace on foreign
soil. We then cycle a little way from the port before stopping for a leisurely Dutch
breakfast of pancakes and waffles. Our route then hugs the coast on quiet wellmarked paths, tracing coastal dunes North with rolling sea on one side and the
quintessential Dutch landmark – the windmill, on the other. Next we head towards
Zandvoort Race Track, home to the famous Dutch Grand Prix circuit, where we hope
to have a cycling time trial around the circuit, followed by lunch at the side of the track.
Leaving the coast and heading inland we cycle along the canals that lead into the city
of Amsterdam – the world’s capital of cycling. The bohemian, liberal, quirky and
vibrantly cultured city is almost built for cycling. If time allows we will take a tour of the
Heineken Experience where we will get to see how they brew this famed larger and of
course we get a chance to sample. Following this we enjoy a relaxed meal, before
either opting for a quiet night of recuperation or you can head out and experience the
Amsterdam nightlife.
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DAY 3
AMSTERDAM – TURNHOUT
105 MILES
Today is the longest day in the saddle of this challenge - so we wake and breakfast
early before leaving Amsterdam, along the beautiful canal side cycle ways that lead
south out of the city. As we journey along the flat terrain gradually pick up speed and
cover a lot of ground before stopping for a picnic lunch at a quiet countryside village.
Our route then passes alongside De Biesbosch National Park, and through beautiful
nature reserves, along winding countryside roads until we reach our destination for the
evening, the small town of Turnhout. Exhausted after this tough day of cycling, we
secure our bikes for the evening and have a leisurely dinner.
DAY 4
TURNHOUT – BRUSSELS
70 MILES
Today is the most challenging cycle terrain of the journey so far. Heading into Belgium
leaving behind the flat low-lands of the Netherlands we come across the first hill
climbs of the cycle so far. We stop for lunch at the Castle of Westerlo, constructed in
the 14th Century and surrounded by 12 hectares of landscaped gardens, which were
inspired by those at the Palace of Versailles, Paris. There is an opportunity to pose
with our bikes and get some great photos against the backdrop of the Castle before
embarking on our final leg of the challenge. The route into Brussels cycles south of
Leuven as we take the quieter roads into the city. There is a short regroup at the Bois
Cambre Ter Kamerenbos, with a final rest stop before we all cycle together in convoy
onto the Grand Place - where we join the celebrations of the Brussels Beer Festival
and raise our glasses in celebration to the end of the challenge! Tonight we dine on a
fantastic Belgian feast finished off with waffles, chocolate and beer taking in the full
atmosphere and vast selection of Belgium beers that the festival has to offer.
DAY 5
RETURN LONDON
There is a full morning today to relax and enjoy Brussels at leisure – either on foot or
in the saddle. Transferring early afternoon to the Eurostar Terminal for the easy hop
back to London arriving late afternoon at St Pancras.
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LOGISTICS
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COSTS OF CHALLENGE
From £849 per person
Minimum number 30 participants
TOTAL DISTANCE
Approximately 317 miles
RATING
Moderate

INCLUDED
Ferry crossing
Eurostar return
ACUK rep (s)
Challenge Medic (s)
Bike Mechanic (s)
All accommodation
All meals, except in free time
All baggage transfers
Snacks + water along the route

FITNESS
ACCOMMODATION
This challenge requires a good level of fitness to En-suite twin/quad berths on ferry and good
cycle the route.
2/3*.hotel and hostel accommodation. Our
last night in Amsterdam is in a well-located,
NOT INCLUDED
central Brussels Hotel
Bike and bike equipment
Alcoholic drinks
FOOD
Travel insurance
Breakfasts will be at the accommodation,
Single supplement
lunch en-route and a generous evening
Fuel supplement
meal at our accommodation or in a local

restaurant. On the final night, a gala dinner
WEATHER
will be provided at a local restaurant or
April to October has suitable weather. Avoiding
hotel.
the busy summer months is advised. The
weather in the UK and northern Europe can be
changeable so wet weather gear should be
packed.
ABOUT ACTION CHALLENGE
As our name suggests, Action Challenge specialises in the creation of challenging, travel-based
activities the world over. Since 1999, we have worked with many blue chip companies, over 600
national and regional charities, schools, sports clubs, groups of friends and individuals on both UK
and overseas events. With over 160 itineraries in some of the most unexplored places on the globe,
we are proud of lengths we go to, to bring our clients experiences they would be unable to find
elsewhere.
Action Challenge UK Ltd, United House, North Road, London, N7 9DP
www.actionchallenge.com 020 7609 6695 events@actionchallenge.com
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